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Dear neighbour,
As part of the TTC’s commitment to provide accessible transit, construction is underway at
Keele Station to install new elevators and reconstruct the bus roadway. The Keele Station bus loop
will be closed for structure upgrades/improvements and buses will not enter the station for
approximately six months. Keele Station is scheduled to become accessible at the end of 2021.
Keele Station Bus Loop Closed
Start date: Sunday, March 29, 2020
Construction has been progressing and I would like to provide you with an update on the next phase
of work. Here is an overview of construction activities to expect over the coming months:
The Keele Station bus loop closure is required in order to upgrade the bus loop, bus platforms and
to continue work on elevators E1 & E2. During the bus loop closure, TTC riders will board buses on
street in front of Keele Station, at temporary stops on Bloor Street West or at High Park Station.
There will be no change to subway service from Keele Station. Customer service representatives
and TTC supervisors will be available on the first few days of the closure to assist customers and
there will be updated signs and pole cards in place.
Bus service changes during the full Keele Station bus loop closure:
•

Customers on the 41 Keele and 941 Keele Express routes will serve Keele Station at
temporary stops on Keele Street outside the main station entrance and north of Bloor Street
West.

•

Customers on the 80 Queensway route will be diverted to High Park Station with temporary
stops serving Keele Station on Keele Street at Bloor Street West. To ensure your safety,
customers are reminded to use the signalized intersection at Keele Street and Bloor Street
West when crossing the street.

•

30 High Park and 80 Queensway routes will drop off and board at different locations inside
and outside of High Park Station.

•

Customers on 89 Weston and 989 Weston Express routes will serve Keele Station at
temporary stops on Keele Street and on Bloor Street West.

•

89 Weston and 989 Weston Express routes will be diverted to High Park Station.
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•

The temporary bus loading zone on Keele Street will be extended to the three parking spaces
on Keele Street in front of the station. Signs will be changed to a “No Standing” zone.

•

Customers will need to provide Proof-of-Payment.

Bus service route diversions and temporary stops for the Keele Station bus loop closure.
High Park Station changes during Keele Station bus loop closure
Start date: Sunday, March 29, 2020
While the Keele Station bus loop closure is in place, some buses will be rerouted to High Park
Station and customers will be dropped off on High Park Avenue.
• On High Park Avenue at Bloor Street West, there will be a loss of two taxicab spaces and one
permit parking space (this area has 89 parking spaces with approximately 34 parking permits
issued).
•

Signs will be changed to a “No Standing” zone within the new temporary bus loading zone.

Thank you for your patience as we work to make Keele Station accessible.
TTC Contact:
Chris Joseph, Senior Community Liaison, 416-994-0923, christina.joseph@ttc.ca
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